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US: FED MINUTES DOVISH 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

 

The Fed remains confident in the underlying strength of the US recovery and sees little inflationary risk from its efforts to 

stimulate the economy. The minutes of the Fed’s 29-30 April meeting were dovish, repeating the view that there is more 

slack in the economy than the unemployment rate shows. There was no indication of any change in view on the economic 

or interest rate outlook. Participants stated that the Committee “did not, at present, face a tradeoff between its employment 

and inflation objectives, and an expansion of aggregate demand would result in further progress relative to both objectives”. 

In short, the Fed is unlikely to spoil the recovery while inflation is low and underemployment is high. We expect the first 

rate increase in Q2 next year. 

 

The Fed is sanguine about economic developments. Their assessment of the economic outlook had changed little since their 

March meeting. They put the data weakness in Q1 down to the weather, expecting the economy to expand moderately with 

the labour market improving gradually. As well as restating the point that underemployment is elevated, a number of partic-

ipants also argued that the long-term unemployed placed as much downward pressure on wages as the short-term unem-

ployed. In other words, unemployment can fall much further without setting off inflationary pressure. 

 

As for tapering, that is likely to continue at $10bn per meeting, ending entirely in October this year, in our view. There 

would probably need to be a significant change in the outlook to shift the Fed from that path. A discussion of monetary 

policy normalisation in the minutes was “prudent planning and did not imply that normalisation would necessarily begin 

sometime soon.” Still, the Fed is beginning to think openly about what happens once it has stopped its asset purchases. Low 

inflation gives the Fed plenty of policy wiggle room, but with the underlying pace of growth remaining solid, we expect the 

first hike in Q2 next year.  
 


